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 c. Some how my R2600 boot flash is dead and I cannot boot it. Do I need to flash again my boot flash? I'm afraid to go back to spindle-head (I don't have one of those handy) to change it . Or do I need to try some other boot disk (read: can run here if I can get it to work with R2600)? Thanks. A: Boot disks don't work on the R2600. You need to use a SPI port (SPI flash) programmer. Here's a boot
disk that works on the R2600: Q: Using regex to find a variable in a string - C# Hi I am trying to find a specific variable in a string and assign it to a new variable. string regex_and = "\$\d+" string my_variable = "This is another variable"; I want my_variable to be replaced by the integer inside of regex_and. This is what I have so far: string[] toReplace = regex_and.Split('$'); Regex regex = new

Regex(@"\d+", RegexOptions.IgnoreCase); int my_variable = regex.Match(my_variable).Value; You need to use Regex.Replace to replace the string with the integer value in the regular expression (as it is a variable): string my_variable = Regex.Replace(my_variable, regex_and, "$$my_variable"); You can use Regex.Replace: string my_variable = Regex.Replace(my_variable, regex_and, m => "$$" +
m.Value); $$d+ is not a regular expression, but a string literal that the compiler has to escape. To make it a regular expression, you'd need to escape the backslash \. You can use a regular expression that finds the substring you are interested in: string my_variable = Regex.Replace(my_variable, "$\\d+", m => m.Value); Dub 82157476af
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